
color me grey - lyrics

1. without you the world would be so
_________

9. without you the moon would be so
_________

11. i still feel the old _______ pain
14. one ___ follows the other everywhere she

goes
15. but i've done it for my own _________
16. there on those days when the sun barely

________ the sky
20. but it's pain and __________
21. well she's ______ through hell on a dream
23. i don't want to spend the rest of my ____

here
24. color her black for the troubled _____ she

plays so well
27. through my cool _________ eyes
29. i called you up today to _______ my

sorrow
30. sweet _____ blowing through my mind
35. don't you know i'm ready for a brighter

______
36. now i found ______ and you found

yourself
37. but i've seen your lowered ______ today
41. there are never ______ enough
41. causes sometimes there are just _____ to

pass the time
43. i'm walking a distance i feel i've been

running for ______
46. i was taking your love so ___________
47. and it _____ like nothing else
49. i've got all these _____ to pay
51. it was you with the courage and the

_____________

2. don't it seem like the ____ is oh so long
3. they ______ through my walls
4. but ______ i gotta tell you i understand i

understand
5. and i'm lost to a _________ cause
6. i was blind to all your __________
7. and i was just thinking as my

_______________ faded
8. she was _______ for a way to tell us all
10. remove my eyes from this _______ haze
12. and all this small talk i've been _______ off
13. you don't have to _______ for me
17. how long will it take to reach _________
18. i can meet you _______
19. maybe i've been _________
22. now i don't want to be the ______
25. and holding on to those ______ for lost

causes
26. if you ever feel you'll lose your _______
28. putting our _____ on the line to win this

game
31. wish i was a slow moving ___
32. i _____ i never thought i'd make it up again
33. you can't seem to find your _____ of mind
34. ______ whisper doubts of how i should

have been
38. sometimes i feel like they're all ______

around
39. and your _______ consumes it all it does
40. till there was nothing left but ___________
42. i only want to hold you in the ____ of night
44. all these songs now they used to make

you ______
45. i can't wait for _____ to you
48. there was never ____ enough
50. dreams upon my _____

across down


